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Aladdin comedy video

Won 2 Oscars. Another 31 wins &amp; 22 nominations. More Awards » Learn more Edit Aladdin is a poor street urchin who spends his time stealing food from the market square in the city of Agrabah. His adventures begin when he meets a young girl who happens to be Princess Jasmine, who is forced to be married by her crazy but estranged father.
Aladdin's happiness suddenly changes when he retrieves a magical lamp from the Cave of Miracles. What he unknowingly gets is a fun-loving genius who only wants his freedom. Little do they know that Sultan Jafar's sinister adviser has his own plans for both Aladdin and lamp. Written by Blazer346 Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis arab | Genius | Genius
Character | Princess | Cave | See All (262) » Taglines: Imagine you have three desires, three hopes, three dreams, and they could all come true. See more » Animation | Adventure | Comedy | Family | Fantasy | Musical | Romance Certificate: 0 | See all certifications » Parent's Guide: View Content Advice » Edit During the song Friend Like Me, the 40 thieves
are displayed and mentioned. This leaves one of the sequels, Aladdin and the King of Thieves (1996), when Aladdin's father Cassism is the leader of the forty thieves. More » If Jafar had the ability to hypnotize the Sultan with his snake stick, why did he even need the magic lamp? Essentially, he already had control of the kingdom, as he could easily hypnotize
the sultan to do whatever he wanted. Instead of exploiting a loophole in the law to force the sultan to give him Jasmine's hand in marriage, Jafar could simply hypnotize Jasmine and order her to accept his marriage proposal. While it is possible that the snake staff had certain limitations (it only works on one person or for a short time, etc.), these forces are
poorly defined as the film stands. More » [first lines] Dealer: Ahh! Salaam and good evening for you, worthy friend. Please, please, get closer. [Camera hits him in the face] Dealer: Too close! A little too close. [Camera supported] Kaufmann: There. Welcome to Agrabah. More » Released in the 2015 Diamond Edition Blu-ray/DVD/Digital HD, the original logo of
Walt Disney Pictures from 1990 was replaced by the 2011 version of the current Walt Disney Pictures logo. See More » Referenced in Disney Universe (2011) More » A Whole New World Music by Alan Menken Lyrics by Tim Rice Performed by Lea Salonga and Brad Kane More » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official Release Date: November 18,
1993 (Germany) More information » Also known as: Aladdin Other » Edit Budget:'28,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: .196.664, 15 November 1992 Gross USA: 217,350,219 USD Worldwide Gross: 504.050.219 USD More information on IMDbPro » Running time: 90 min Dolby Stereo (Stereo)| Dolby Atmos (Ultra HD Blu-ray release) (2019)
Aspect ratio: 1.66 : 1 View all technical specifications » © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Jump to main content ( 37,220)IMDb 37,220)IMDb 37,220)IMDb 7min2019X-RayPGRentals include 30 days to watch this video and 48 hours to finish after launch. Trailer Zudenfilm: Marwan Kenzari, Navid Negahban, Nasim Pedrad, Billy Magnussen,
Numan Acar, Jordan Nash, Taliyah Blair, Aubrey Lin, Amir Boutrous, Omari Bernard, Nathaniel Ellul, Sebastien Torkia, Buckso Dhillon-Woolley, Ceara Batson, Vinani Mwazanzale, Demii Lee Walker, Elena Zacharia, Nazerene Williams, Bessy Naidu, Marisha Wallace, Maya Saroya, Amer Chadha-Patel, Omar Abidi, Stefan Kalipha, Firas Waleed Al-Taybeh,
Nina Wadia, Elif , Amed Hashimi, Stefan Capper , Jamal Sims, Alan Tudyk, Frank WelkerProducersDan Lin, Jonathan EirichStudioWalt Disney PicturesMPAA ratingPG (Parental Guidance Suggested)Purchase RightsStream Instant DetailsFormatPrime Video (Streaming Online Video)DevicesAvailable on supported devices won 2 Oscars. Another 31 wins
&amp; 22 nominations. More Awards » Learn more Edit Aladdin is a poor street urchin who spends his time stealing food from the market square in the city of Agrabah. His adventures begin when he meets a young girl who happens to be Princess Jasmine, who is forced to be married by her crazy but estranged father. Aladdin's happiness suddenly changes
when he retrieves a magical lamp from the Cave of Miracles. What he unknowingly gets is a fun-loving genius who only wants his freedom. Little do they know that Sultan Jafar's sinister adviser has his own plans for both Aladdin and lamp. Written by Blazer346 Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis arab | Genius | Genius Character | Princess | Cave | See All (262) »
Taglines: Imagine you have three desires, three hopes, three dreams, and they could all come true. See more » Animation | Adventure | Comedy | Family | Fantasy | Musical | Romance Certificate: 0 | See all certifications » Parent's Guide: View Content Advice » Edit During the song Friend Like Me, the 40 thieves are displayed and mentioned. This leaves one
of the sequels, Aladdin and the King of Thieves (1996), when Aladdin's father Cassism is the leader of the forty thieves. More » If Jafar had the ability to hypnotize the Sultan with his snake stick, why did he even need the magic lamp? Essentially, he already had control of the kingdom, as he could easily hypnotize the sultan to do whatever he wanted. Instead
of exploiting a loophole in the law to force the sultan to give him Jasmine's hand in marriage, Jafar could simply hypnotize Jasmine and order her to accept his marriage proposal. While it is possible that the snake staff had certain limitations (it only works on one person or for a short time, etc.), these forces are poorly defined as the film stands. More » [first
lines] Dealer: Ahh! Salaam and good evening for worthy friend. Please, please, get closer. [Camera hits him in the face] Dealer: Too close! A little too close. [Camera supported] Kaufmann: There. Welcome to Agrabah. More » In In 2015 Diamond Edition Blu-ray/DVD/Digital HD release, the original 1990 Walt Disney Pictures logo was replaced by the 2011
version of the current Walt Disney Pictures logo. See More » Referenced in Disney Universe (2011) More » A Whole New World Music by Alan Menken Lyrics by Tim Rice Performed by Lea Salonga and Brad Kane More » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official Release Date: November 18, 1993 (Germany) More information » Also known as: Aladdin
Other » Edit Budget:'28,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: .196.664, 15 November 1992 Gross USA: 217,350,219 USD Cumulative Global Gross: 504,050,219 USD More information on IMDbPro » Running time: 90 min Dolby Stereo (Stereo)| Dolby Atmos (Ultra HD Blu-ray release) (2019) Aspect ratio: 1.66 : 1 View all technical specifications » »
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